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ORDER OVER $450 OF FREIGHT SAVER ITEMS AND RECEIVE FREE 
FREIGHT ON YOUR ENTIRE ORDER!

Don’t let rival pirates touch your booty!  Don’t Touch My Booty is 
the pirate card game that will have you looting, plundering and 
hoarding treasure.  ARRGH!  In this card game, you are a trea-
sure hungry pirate looking to steal treasure and protect 
it in your treasure hoard.  Rival pirates are everywhere 
looking to rob you blind.  Find pairs of treasure cards 
and bury them in your treasure hoard.  The further 
down they are buried, the safer they are.  Use sin-
gle cards to steal treasure from other pirates.  
If you play all of your cards, that’s “booty” 
and you dig for treasure on the treasure 
island.  The pirate with the highest valued 
treasure at the end of the game wins.  Are 
you cunning enough to steal, block and 
re-steal your way to the largest treasure 
hoard? 

Don’t Touch My Booty!

Who’s school of fish will rule the 
sea?  KingFin is the card game where 
big fish chomp little fish and schools of 
fish team up to chomp their way to victory.   
You’re a fish and you’re in charge of a school 
of fish.  With the right teamwork and the right timing, you can own the sea.  
The goal is to be the first to play all of your fish cards into the sea and eat 
other fish along the way.  The first player to score 100 points is the KingFin! 

KINGFIN

Item#: CG0387     MSRP: $12.99    Cost: $6.50

Item#: CG0385     
MSRP: $12.99    Cost: $6.50

orders@continuumgames.com
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Game Night in a Can
Are you searching for an activity made for both kids and adults 
that will beat boredom? Look no further because this game is the 
cure! Have your own paper, pens, and creativity ready to make your 
get-together hilariously memorable! Game Night in a Can gives you 
35 original, creative games to make your next gathering a crazy-fun, 
memorable time. Pop the top and enjoy games that are fun for any 
situation from adult dinner parties to tween sleepover birthdays. It’s 
the most versatile party game on the planet!

Item#: BAJ8137    MSRP: $21.99    Cost: $11.50    Ages: 7+    Players 5-20

Dr. Biscuit’s Radical Road Trip

This magical box eliminates every ounce of your road trip bore-
dom! With no screens needed, everyone will interact and have a 
blast. As a 2019 Game of the Year finalist, you can ditch the old 
card games for kids and make travel epic! It’s perfect for all ages, 
so get the whole family to play! Children, teens, adults—everyone 
will be laughing while playing these ridiculous games. No one will 
ask “are we there yet?” because you’ll be entertained the entire 
time!

Item#: BAJ6448    MSRP: $19.99    WS: $10.50    Ages: 8+    Players: 2-8

Rescue Endangered Animals by traveling 
the world, gathering clues, sharing infor-
mation and solving the mystery! If you like 
CLUE you will love MISSING LYNX!

Missing Lynx

Improves logic and reasoning skills
Builds collaboration and interpersonal skills
Teaches facts about endangered animals

Item#: CG0368
MSRP: $39.99    Cost: $20.00
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Item#: GDP0001
MSRP: $49.99    Cost: $26.00    Age: 8+
Players 1-4    Case: 4    Dim: 17.5x10.5x3

Item#: CG0384
MSRP: $24.99    Cost: $12.50    Age: 8+

Item#: CG0383
MSRP: $9.99    Cost: $5.00    Age: 8+

Item#: CG0390
MSRP: $24.99    Cost: $12.50

You and your team must 
make a word chain 30 spac-
es long before the time runs 
out. All players scramble to 
use previous letter(s) from 
the last work to create a new 
word. If you fill the 30 space 
board within the allotted time 
you win. The App timer(iOS 
and Android) includes hyster-
ical audio commentary and 
encouragement.

Letter Together

Gridopolis

Deluxe Farkle!

Farkle! Fun Cup & Dice

The world’s first 
3D strategy 
game that you 
build & play.
On your turn, 
you can move, 
jump OR build! 
Gameplay rules based on classic games like 
checkers, and tic-tac-toe which are easy to 
learn but challenging to master.

Item#: AKG1036     MSRP: $19.99    Cost: $10.50

Players race against the sand timer to make words 
using the letter tiles available. Each round players 
get a different number of tiles of which they can 
choose up to 5 tiles while the other tiles are ran-
domly drawn from the golf bag. Use all your letters 
each round to keep a low score -- the lowest score 
at the end of 9 rounds wins!

Word Golf
• Word Golf bag
• 90 plastic letter 
tiles
• 4 game sheet 
pads, 4 golf pencils 
& 1 eraser
• Two minute sand 
timer

Includes:
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Made out of 
Super Quality Wood. 

This classic toy has given 
kids and adults hours of fun for 
generations! The paddle ball game 
is a great way to have fun, stay 
active and improve your motor 
skills and coordination. Increase 
your speed or use it upside down 
to make it more challenging and 
exciting!

ITEM#: CG0345
MSRP: $2.99
Cost: $1.50

Case: 12

Bounce Back Paddle Ball

A blast from 
the past that still 

triggers nothing but smiles! 
Made of high-quality wood and 

brought to life with a vibrant touch 
of color, this catch ball game with-

stands active play while 
capturing the kiddos’ imagination. 
High quality string for extra safe-
ty-just wrap the string around the 

handle to adjust the skill level.
ITEM#: CG0346

MSRP: $3.99  Cost: $2.00
Case: 12

Wooden 
Catch Ball

ITEM#: CG0357
MSRP: $5.99  Cost: $3.00

Case: 24

No batteries required! Super 
fun and good for the imagina-

tion. This affordable classic toy 
is ready to entertain another 

generation.

Whopee Cushion

Jacob’s Ladder

ITEM#: CG0349
MSRP: $4.99  Cost: $2.50

Case: 12

The Jacob's Ladder makes 
use of a timeless optical 

illusion to enchant and con-
found children and adults 

alike. This Jacob's Ladder is 
a high quality and colorful!

ITEM#: CG0347
MSRP: $3.99  Cost: $2.00

Case: 12

No batteries required! Super fun 
and good for the imagination. 
This affordable classic toy is 

ready to entertain another
generation.

Wooden POP Gun
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50 Marbles Tin

   

Harmonica

   

 
 

   

Calico Cradle

Wonder Spring Balloon Rockets

Pick-Up Sticks
Item#: CG0354
MSRP: $3.99    Cost: $2.00Item#: CG0362

MSRP: $5.99    Cost: $3.00

Item#:  CG0350
MSRP: $5.99    Cost: $3.00

Item#:  CG0361
MSRP: $9.99    Cost: $5.00

Magnetic Sand 
Timer

Item#: CG0358
MSRP: $7.99    Cost: $4.00

Wooden Peg Game

Kazoo
Metal Music Box

Item#: CG0348
MSRP: $3.49    Cost: $1.75

Item#: CG0365
MSRP: $2.99
Cost: $1.50

Item#: CG0364
MSRP: $7.99    Cost: $4.00

Item#: CG0366
MSRP: $5.99
Cost: $3.00

Punch Balloons
Spy Glasses (rear view) Double Jacks Switchblade Comb

Item#: CG0351
MSRP: $3.49    Cost: $1.25

Item#: CG0359
MSRP: $3.99
Cost: $2.00

Item#: CG0363
MSRP: $5.99
Cost: $3.00

Item#: CG0356
MSRP: $5.49
Cost: $2.75

Silly Straw

Item#:  CG0352
MSRP: $4.99    Cost: $2.50

Item#:  CG0360
MSRP: $4.99
Cost: $2.50
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Windmill - CGO376

Flag & Baseball Mitt
CGO379

Waterfall - CGO375

Butterflies - CGO380

Cupcakes - CGO377

Rollercoaster - CG0378

Lighthouse - CGO382

Continuum is the maker of some of the most beautiful and high quality 
puzzles on the market. Choose from our wide selection and enjoy!

Check Out These Great New Puzzles!

Hot Air Balloons - CG0381

MSRP: $19.99    Cost: $10.00    Age:14+    Players:1+
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In Flip Words, a one-sided game is impossible. 
Each lettered tile is double-sided, each side cor-
responding to a player: Red on one side (Player A), 
and Black on the other (Player B). Top to bottom 
or left to right, players take turns placing their tiles 
to form a new word, or multiple new words, from 
words already played. When they do, every lettered 
tile of any newly formed word is  ipped to represent 
the letter color of that player’s tiles.

Item#: CG0374     MSRP: $12.99    Cost: $6.50

Cribbage
A favorite for over four centuries!  Crib-
bage is a classic.  Created in the early 
1600s, it is a unique card game where 
players use card combinations to peg 
points along the wood cribbage board.  
See why this great game has lasted the 
test of time!

Includes 3 classic 
games!  Game board 

for checkers, chess and backgammon and all the 
pieces needed to play these three classics games!  
Features a sturdy bifold board and 2.5 inch tall King 
chess piece.  High quality at a low price!

FLIP Words

Item#: CG0392     MSRP: $29.99    Cost: $15.00

Item#: CG0389 
 MSRP: $12.99   Cost: $6.50

Chess, Checkers 
& Backgammon

Ralph is a Pickle Jumblebook
JumbleBooks™ are books where the pages can be 
read in any order!  They are fun, interactive, and 
educational.  Simply shuffle the pages to read a 
different story every time. There are millions and 
millions of possibilities! In this children’s books, 
follow Ralph the Pickle through a new story every 
time you read it!

Item#: WLP5755
MSRP: $11.99     Cost: $6.75

Yarr Harr! Pirate Ship Building Game

Yarr-Harr is a light strategy, easy to learn, 
fast-paced ship-building card game that is fun 
for groups of friends old and young and family! 
Prepare to talk like a pirate, act as a parrot on 
your neighbors shoulder or even announce your 
departure to the special deck only a pirate ship 
would have while participating in this high seas 
adventure!

Item#: SBG5408    MSRP: $19.99
Cost: $11.00    Ages: 8+    Players: 2-6
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Monster Workshop
In Monster Workshop, you are a (slightly mad) 
scientist. Scour your lab to assemble the best 
available parts, and create the ultimate combat 
monster. Take your monster to battle and defeat 
the opposition! Win two battles, and you win the 
game! Your gameplay can range from simple to 
monstrously strategic.

Item#: GGE6550    MSRP: $13.00    Cost: $24.99

Bristol 1350
The Black Death has reached Bristol and you need to 
escape. Try to be the first cart to leave town without 
getting infected. Manage your symptoms, slow other 
carts down, and work as a team to make it out alive. 
If you get the plague, keep it a secret and try to get 
everyone else sick. Use remedy cards, move pawns, 
roll the dice, and make the most of social deduction 
to win.

Item#: FCDBRS1001    MSRP: $15.00    Cost: $29.99
Ages: 13+    Players: 1-9

MOSAIC
A beautiful strategy game where you grow your collection 
of consecutive colored tiles while limiting the consecutive 
tiles of your opponent. Simple rules with never ending 
possibilities.

Item#: CG0393     
MSRP: $39.99    Cost: $20.00

Duchess Playing 
Cards

Beautifully illustrated and featuring 
gold foil inlay on the back, these 
high quality cards make every 
game more enjoyable.

Item#: FCDBRS1001    
MSRP: $3.99    Cost: $2.00
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I Gotta Go With has 200 pop 
culture questions that all 
have numerous answers.  
Just spin, pick a card, and 
answer questions.  Come up 
with as many correct an-
swers as you can. Movies, 
television, music, celebrities 
and a bit of sports - it’s all in 

there.  Everyone will bring different answers to 
the table depending on their age, interests and 
background.  I Gotta Go With never dates itself 
and multiple generations can play together 
and be equally successful. 

I Gotta Go With Junior 
has 200 pop culture 
questions specifically 
for kids.  Just spin, pick 
a card, and answer 
questions.  Come up 
with as many correct 
answers as you can. 

Movies, television, music, celebrities and a bit of 
sports - it’s all in there.   

Item#: IGW0040     MSRP: $19.99    Cost: $10.50

Item#: CG1020     MSRP: $39.99    Cost: $20.00

Item#: CG0373     MSRP: $9.99    Cost: $5.00

Item#: CG0388     MSRP: $18.99    Cost: $9.50

Item#: IGW0041     MSRP: $15.99    Cost: $8.25

I Gotta Go With...

I Gotta Go With... 
Junior Amelia in the Sky!

Milo is a plush puppy that comes in a mailbox with a 
working mailbox flag, doors, mail slot, mail, stamps, 
etc. – it is a 25 piece set!  Once his new owner is regis-
tered, Milo will send his owner 4 letters by First Class 
Mail (once a week) to share their adventures. Addi-
tional subscriptions are available to keep the letters 
coming!

A poetic children’s book 
that shares the adventures of 
Amelia Earhart.  It describes 
and illustrates Amelia’s love for 
the beauty of flying. The book 
inspires kids to notice what 
they love to do; what is in their 
hearts, so that they too can 
take their dreams and fly.

Rejection is a tough, but universal experience. When I Feel Rejected  
navigates multiple characters through school based incidents in which a 
rejection occurs. The book acts as a social emotional learning tool that 
outlines possible responses and coping strategies to rejection.

Mailbox Mutts

When I Feel Rejected
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What do you get when you 
start with the familiar Keep-
ers from Fluxx and reimagine 
everything else? Fluxx Re-
mixx! With a whole new slate 
of Goals to work toward, New 
Rules, Actions, & Surprises 
that keep things hopping, 
you can be sure zaniness will 
ensue! 

Does life seem drab and humdrum? Let the cyclone of Oz Fluxx, the ever-chang-
ing card game, whisk you away to a magical world of fun and wonder! Mingle with 
Munchkins, make new friends, help them with their quests, and follow the Yellow 
Brick Road to seek the Wizard’s help for your own heart’s desire—but beware the 
flying monkeys, fighting trees, and fields of poppies! Enter the Emerald City, and 
keep a bucket of water handy: you never know when you’ll run into a Wicked Witch 
that needs melting!

Gather your friends for a party - 
an adventuring party, that is! Set 
off on a classic quest with your 
faithful companions: the Helpful Elf, 
the Dwarven Warrior, the Gallant 
Swardsman, and, of course, the 
Wise Old Wizard. Will you and your 
fantasy favorites survive the Final 
Showdown with the Dark Lord? Find 
out when you play Fantasy Fluxx!

Are you ready to conquer the 
earth? Martian Fluxx is a classic 
monster story in ever-changing 
card game form. It’s an Invasion 
from the Planet Mars! The players 
are the Martians determined to 
destroy the Pathetic Humans who 
are keeping them from winning. 
It’s got Flying Saucers, Giant Tri-
pod War Machines, Tentacles, Ray 
Guns, a Mothership, and of course, 
a Space Modulator.

Fluxx Remix

Oz Remix

ITEM#: LOO-124

ITEM#: LOO-050

ITEM#: LOO-014 ITEM#: LOO-038

Fantasy Fluxx Martian Fluxx

MSRP: $15.99   Cost: $8.25
Age: 8+    Players 2-6

MSRP: $15.99   Cost: $8.25
Age: 8+    Players 2-6

MSRP: $15.99   Cost: $8.25    Age: 8+    Players 2-6

MSRP: $15.99   Cost: $8.25
Age: 8+    Players 2-6
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ITEM#: LOO-050

ITEM#: LOO-123

ITEM#: LOO-039

ITEM#: LOO-121

The maniacal matching fun of 
Loonacy has reached the peak 
of Mount Olympus! This version 
of the high-speed card game 
features all the greatest deities 
and heroes of Greek and Roman 
myhology. To win, be the first to 
empty your seven-card hand 
by matching up the gods and 
goddesses. Aphrodite says you’ll 
love it!

Seven Dragons is a fast domino-like game, where players attempt to be the first 
to create a connected territory of seven panels of their dragon. Secret Goals add 
the opportunity to bluff, and with aggressive Action cards in the mix, subterfuge is 
a necessity! Seven Dragons features original paintings by Larry Elmore, the great-
est dragon artist in the fantasy industry today! Each player is given a secret goal 
card of one of the five colored dragons: RED, GOLD, GREEN, BLUE, and BLACK. The 
cards are played on the table connected like dominoes, with each player trying to 
win by connecting seven panels of their dragon. The game is fast, fun, colorful, and 
easy to learn!

Race against your opponents to steal 
all of the gold from the fearsome 
dragon.  Wizards and Knights will help 
you along the way, but you never 
know when they’ll show up.

MSRP: $15.99   Cost: $8.25    Age: 8+    Players 2-6 MSRP: $15.99   Cost: $8.25    Age: 8+    Players 2-6

MSRP: $15.99   Cost: $8.25    Age: 5+    Players 2-4    Display: 6    Case: 48    Dim: 3.75 x 5 x 1

MSRP: $15.99   Cost: $8.25    Age: 6+    Players 2-6    Case: 12    Dim: 8.25 x 6.25 x 1.5

Item#: MTWMT-FD-01

Get ready to Fluxx 
things up with the dei-
ties on Mount Olympus! 
Yes, the classic game of 
ever-changing rules is 
taking on the classics of 
Greek and Roman my-
thology! Twenty-one of 
the best-known myth-
ological characters are 

included! Party with the pantheon of gods and 
goddesses of ancient Greece!

Olympus Loonancy

Seven Dragons

Fandooble

Olympus Fluxx

New Freight Saver Now Shipping - Fandooble
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Atomic Force
Collect Protons, Neutrons 

and Electrons from the 
periodic table to win!

Space Rescuers Food Battles
Discover celestial bodies! Learn anatomy and how 

the digestion works.

Robot Workshop
Build robots to 

accomplish your space 
mission!

Dino
Explorers

Puzzle

Underwater
Explorers

Puzzle
Underwater Friends

Dino FriendsMoon Friends

Space
Explorers

Puzzle

The OjO maker kits give kids the tools and 
inspiration to create and build adorable characters, 

while unleashing creativity! Little hands will get messy 
with squishy, tactile and colorful materials, sparking 

imaginative play and boosting fine motor skills.

Maker Kits

STEM Activities for Youth!
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Item# Title Cost MSRP

OJO1300 Atomic Force $13.50 $25.99

OJO1304 Space Rescuers $11.00 $21.99

OJO1303 Food Battles $10.00 $19.99

OJO1302 Dino Age Journey $10.00 $19.99

OJO1307 Robot Workshop $11.00 $21.99

OJO1310 Underwater Missions $11.00 $21.99

OJO1301 DNA Factory $10.00 $19.99

OJO1313 Shape Factory $8.25 $15.99

OJO1314 Movie Director $6.50 $12.99

OJO1311 Story Creations $8.25 $15.99

OJO1500 Space Explorers 48pc 
Puzzle

$7.50 $14.99

OJO1501 Underwater Explorers 48pc 
Puzzle

$7.50 $14.99

OJO1502 Dino Explorers 60pc Puzzle $7.50 $14.99

OJO1003 Moon Friends Kit $9.00 $17.99

OJO1004 Underwater Friends Kit $9.00 $17.99

OJO1005 Dino Friends Kit $9.00 $17.99

Dino Age Journey
Board Game

Underwater Missions 
Board Game

DNA Factory 
Board Game

Shape Factory Board Game

Story Creation Board Game

More Great Games from OjO!

Movie Director 
Board Game
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BOMSQ489BOMSQ475 BOMSQ477 BOMSQ478BOMSQ476

Cuddly memory foam plush animals with a special tummy pocket holding a journal to write special 
memories and inspirations. 15 x 7 x 4” stuffed animal with 6” Journal. Machine washable sleeve. 

MSRP: $44.99    Cost: $23.00    Age 3+

BOMSQ490BOMSQ488BOMSQ486BOMSQ485BOMSQ484

BOMSQ493 BOMSQ491BOMSQ494 BOMSQ495BOMSQ492

BOMSQ479 BOMSQ480 BOMSQ481 BOMSQ496 BOMSQ497
Item#: END175    MSRP: $19.99

Cost: $11.00    Players: 2+    Ages: 13+

orders@continuumgames.com
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NEW to Continuum!

Hip Town

Popcorn Party

Item#: END175    MSRP: $19.99
Cost: $11.00    Players: 2+    Ages: 13+

Item#: END325    MSRP: $25.99
Cost: $14.00    Players: 2+    Ages: 13+

Make your way in Hip Town! Fill the streetscape with 
trendy businesses you choose like speakeasies and 
craft pickleries. With over 100 unique businesses 
and a variety of game-changing “reality” cards, 
you won’t play the same game twice. It’s a game 
of laughs and light strategy with unique currency 
and over 100 niche businesses up for grabs. Race to 
develop your neighborhood and collect the most Hip 
Points to win.

What’s a party without the popcorn? With matches being 
rolled on just about every turn, you never know who will 
be popping next in this high-flying, catch-the-kernel food 
frenzy! Get your game face on and get ready to roll, pop, 
match, and catch to win! But watch out; don’t try to catch 
the kernel when it’s not time or you may get popped with a 
penalty!

GreatDistributing

orders@continuumgames.com
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Exploding Kittens

Throw Throw Burrito

A Little Wordy

Throw Throw Avocado

2 Player 
Edition!

In this highly-strategic, kitty-powered ver-
sion of Russian roulette, players draw cards 
until someone draws an exploding kitten, 
at which point They explode, they are Dead, 
and they are out of the game - unless that 
player has a defuse card, which can defuse 
the kitten using things like laser pointers, 
belly rubs, and catnip sandwiches. All of the 
other cards in the deck are used to move, 
mitigate, or avoid the exploding kittens.

A dodgeball card game. Collect cards. Play your hand. 
Throw things at your friends.

Play Throw Throw Avocado as a 
standalone sequel, or use the BONUS 
deck of cards included and combine 
them with the cards from Throw 
Throw Burrito to unlock a new combo 
game using all four throwables!

A sneaky two player tile-unscrambling 
game for aspiring geniuses and would-
be word wizards.

Item#: EKGORG1-1    MSRP: $24.99
Cost: $13.50    Players: 2-5    Ages: 13+

Item#: EKGTTA-CORE-1   MSRP: $29.99
Cost: $16.50    Players: 2-6    Ages: 7+

Item#: EKGWORD-CORE-1    MSRP: $19.99
Cost: $10.50    Players: 2    Ages: 10+

Item#: EKGTTB-CORE-1
MSRP: $29.99    Cost: $16.50

Players: 2-6    Ages: 7+

Item#: 
EKG2PLAY-LG-8

MSRP: $12.99
Cost: $6.50
Ages: 13+
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Doggie Doo® Corgi

The Game
of Things

Harry Potter® Sequence

The Escape Game® Escape from Iron Gate

Harry Potter® Reveal 
the Death Eaters

Don’t be fooled - this adorable little 
dog packs a poopy punch! Feed your 
Corgi, and then squeeze his turkey 
bone. After he makes some gross gas-
sy sounds - plop! Don’t forget to clean 
up! Be the player with the most doos 
when the food is gone to win!

It seems easy to 
name three night-
time activities, 
but can you do it 
without getting 
tongue-tied and flus-
tered? Everyone’s watching you, 
and time is twisting down, you 
only have five seconds to dig into 
the back corner of your mind and 
just shout it out! 

Don’t be fooled - this adorable little dog 
packs a poopy punch! Feed your Corgi, 
and then squeeze his turkey bone. After he 
makes some gross gassy sounds - plop! 
Don’t forget to clean up! Be the player with 
the most doos when the food is gone to win!

In this fun, social deduction game, you can 
play as Dumbledore’s army or a death 
eater. Players hide their identities and take 
turns sending each other to Azkaban, trying 
to send players from the opposing team. 
Whichever team outsmarts the other, stay-
ing out of Azkaban, is the winner!

Item#: PRS919450    MSRP: $34.99
Cost: $18.00    Players: 2-4    Ages: 4+

Item#: SPW5009    MSRP: $9.99
Cost: $5.25    Players: 2+    Ages: 6+

Item#: PTC7713    
MSRP: $25.99    Cost: $13.50

Players: 4+    Ages: 14+

Item#: PRS919789    MSRP: $32.99
Cost: $16.50    Players: 2-12    Ages: 7+

Item#: PRS108782    MSRP: $34.99    Cost: $18.00    Players: 2-8    Ages: 13+

Item#: PRS4337    MSRP: $25.99
Cost: $13.50    Players: 8+    Ages: 12+

The Prison Break Party Game!  You and your “friends” have been wrongfully 
accused of a crime and don’t belong behind bars. You’ve made your case first to 
the judge, then to the warden, but no one is buying it. Looks like there’s only one 
path to freedom: a good old-fashioned prison break! Escape Iron Gate Prison 
by moving through each of the four areas on the board, earning items on the 
way by completing puzzles, drawing, acting and trading. The player that passes 
through the final gate first wins!

Ship’s Wheel is the game that 
rewards being different. Develop 

new strategies as you try to collect 
cards that are NOT similar in any 
way. It can be a valuable and fun 

teaching tool for younger players!

Ship’s Wheel
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Porn Star Name

Drunk -opoly

F*CK MARRY KILL
Creating porn star names has 
never been so funny.  Compete 
with friends to find out who 
among you has the best porn 
star name, porn move title, porn 
movie nemeis, porn move and 
more.  Make it rain by voting with 
your “dollar-dollar-bills ya’ll” 
and win bby having the funniest 
responses to your hilarious porn 
categories.

The game of impossible choices 
and hilarious results.  Each card 
has three famous names.  Players 
have to make three hard choices.  
Who to F*ck, who to Marry, who 
to Kill? Kim, Khloe, Kourtney? It’s 
hard enough to decide what you’d 
do let alone guess what everyone 
else thinks.  This game comes 

with “Your Choice” cards where you make up your 
own list of names.  Family, friends, co-workers, 
ex-boyfriends and ex-girlfriends.  The fun is end-
less.

Item#: IMG6975
Item#: IMG6606    MSRP: $14.99 

Cost: $8.25    Players: 3-6    Ages: 18+

Adult Party Games!

MSRP: $14.99    Cost: $8.25   Players: 3-4    Ages: 18+

Item#: IMG6763    MSRP: $24.99
Cost: $13.50    Players: 2+    Ages: 18+

Slip it in
Liven up your next social gathering with this great party game. 
Slip It In will create thought-provoking, flat out funny and even 

confusing conversations. Each player gets five slips with random 
comments and questions. The object of the game is to Slip these 
phrases into natural conversation over the duration of the game 

without getting caught.

Item#: SIO6950    MSRP: $24.99    Cost: $13.00
Ages 18+    Players 4-12

Lots of drinking, outrageous challenges, laughs, and pho-
tographic evidence! This is an absolutely messed up take 
on classic Monopoly. Roll the dice, cross your fingers, and 
get ready to do a shot… or maybe a double. Includes 1 
splash-resistant board, 60 waterproof cards, 2 dice, 8 
movers, 1 instruction. Splash-resistant and waterproof – 
because we know what you people are like.
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There’s Been A Murder

Nightmare Horror
Adventures

Unsolved Case 
Files Jamie 

Banks

Escape Room 
The Game

Family Edition

Escape Room Game 2 
Player: Horror Edition

There’s been a murder, and you 
and your friends must work 
together to solve it! In this fully 
cooperative social deduction 
game, players use their cards to 
determine who holds the Mur-
derer card in their hand. Action 
and Effect Cards give players 
clues, but be careful – if you can’t 
work together, the Murderer will 
escape your discovery!

Unsolved Case Files 
is a murder mystery 
game that lets you 
solve a fictitious cold 

case just like a detective. On November 20th, 
1992, East Verona High School was shocked 
to find an 18 year old senior, Jamie Banks, had 
fallen out of the 6th floor window to her death. 
Analyze the evidence to find out what really 
happened to Jamie.

It’s always a race 
against the clock; you 
only have 60 minutes to 
escape. The Chrono De-
coder counts down from 

60 to 0 minutes; it helps create the atmosphere 
and allows you to take hints.

Item#: PRS919413
MSRP: $24.99
Cost: $12.50
Players: 3-8    Ages: 14+

Item:  IDG3020    MSRP: $27.99    Cost: $14.00
Players: 4-8    Ages: 16+

Item#: PRS926391    MSRP: $34.99    Cost: $18.00    
Players: 2+    Ages: 8+ 

Item#: IDG7118    MSRP: $49.99    Cost: $25.00    
Players: 2+    Ages: 8+ 

Item#: IDG3549    MSRP: $19.99    Cost: $10.50    
Players: 2+    Ages: 16+ 

Imagine… A game that will 
actually send shivers down 
your spine! Nightmare Horror 
Adventures is a story driven 
game, and nothing is what it 
seems. While you are out 

    investigating the gruesome deaths 
of your parents inside an old mansion, one of you is 
secretly sabotaging the investigation and plotting to 
murder you, just like he murdered your parents.
Will you unmask the true killer and live? Or will you die?

5 Second Rule 
Uncensored

It seems easy to name three 
night-time activities, but 
can you do it without getting 
tongue-tied and flustered? 
Everyone’s watching you, and 

time is twisting down, you only have five seconds 
to dig into the back corner of your mind and just 
shout it out! For 3 or more players.

Item#: PTC7427    
MSRP: $24.99    Cost: $13.50

Players: 3+    Ages: 17+

Perfect for friends and family or 
date night, this game is designed 
for 2 players, ages 16 and up. 
Teamwork, creativity, and atten-
tion to detail are your keys to 

solving the brain-bending riddles 
and puzzles. Can you and your partner exit 

the game?
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Deal or No Deal Jumbo Card 
Game

Wheel Of Fortune

Press Your Luck

Jeopardy Jumbo Card Game

Item#: IMG6843    MSRP: $12.99    
Cost: $6.50    Players: 2+    Ages: 7+

Item#: IMG6841    MSRP: $12.99    Cost: $6.50
Players: 3+    Ages: 8+

Item#: IMG6840    MSRP: $12.99    
Cost: $6.50    Players: 3+    Ages: 12+

Which case will you pick? What will 
you choose when the Banker asks, 
“Deal or No Deal?” 

Which case will you pick? What will 
you choose when the Banker asks, 
“Deal or No Deal?” This deluxe jumbo 
card game includes 26 jumbo brief-
case cards, 1 jumbo bank offer cards, 
26 cash cards, and 1 sheet pad. 

Now you can play Press Your Luck at 
home with your family and friends! 
This deluxe jumbo card game is 
great for 3 or more players. Unfold 
the scoreboard, write your names, 
and ask each other questions from 
the cards. This game is full of trivia, 

tactics, choices, and chances.

Which case will you pick? What will 
you choose when the Banker asks, 
“Deal or No Deal?” This deluxe jumbo 
card game includes 26 jumbo brief-
case cards, 1 jumbo bank offer cards, 
26 cash cards, and 1 sheet pad. 

Item#: IMG6836    MSRP: $12.99    
Cost: $6.50    Players: 2+    Ages: 7+

Supermarket Sweep

Family Fued Gamestar+

Item#: IMG6823    MSRP: $29.99    Cost: $18.00    
Players: 2+    Ages: 8+

Item#: IMG6920    MSRP: $29.99    Cost: $18.00    
Players: 3+    Ages: 8+

It’s non-stop shop ‘til you drop 
with the all-new Supermarket 
Sweep game, based on Amer-
ica’s hit game show. Play at 
home with friends and family. 
Play as a contestant or take 
charge as the host! Race to 

grab the priciest items you can find! This game 
features question categories from the TV show.

Stream Steve Harvey right into your 
living room as he hosts your Family 
Feud game night!  This board game 
combines a home game with your 
TV to create a unique Family Feud 
experience.  Write your answers on 

your team’s scoreboard as you play along with 
hundreds of survey questions.

Scene-It
The original hit is back now 
in a streaming format. Real 
video clips, trivia questions 
and on-screen challenges 
will take players on a journey 
through decades of music and 
pop-culture.

Item#: IMG6909    MSRP: $29.99    Cost: 
$18.00    Players: 3+    Ages: 8+

Family Feud Survey Says
Does your family have what it 
takes to win Family Feud?  Sur-
vey Says…YES!  One of the most 
poplular game shows of all time, 
Family Feud is back with a board 
game edition with hundreds of 
survey questions, and a Fast 
Money Bonus Round.  

Item#: IMG7065    MSRP: $24.99
Cost: $13.50    Players: 3+    Ages: 8+
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Family Feud
Movie Game Box

Family Feud
Kids Game Box

Press Your Luck
Game Box

Jeopardy
Game Box

Item#: IMG6885 
MSRP: $14.99

Cost: $7.75
Players: 2+    Ages: 8+

Item#: IMG6887 
MSRP: $14.99

Cost: $7.75
Players: 2+    Ages: 6+

Item#: IMG6895
MSRP: $14.99   Cost: $7.75

Players: 3+    Ages: 8+

Item#: IMG6891 
MSRP: $14.99

Cost: $7.75
Players: 3-4    Ages: 12+

Bring the hottest TV 
game show hosted by 

Steve Harvey home. 
In this special edition, 
you’ll get to see if your 

family and friends 
have what it takes to 

win FAMILY FEUD! 

Bring the hottest TV 
game show hosted by 
Steve Harvey home. In 

this special edition, you’ll 
get to see if your kids 

have what it takes to win 
FAMILY FEUD! Competing 

with your friends and 
family has never been so 

fun!

Bring America’s Favor-
ite Quiz Show JEOPAR-

DY! to wherever you are 
and play with friends 

and family! This game is 
made for 3-4 players. 

Bring America’s GAME 
to your home or on 

vacation and play with 
friends and family. This 
game is made for 3-4 

players. 

Deal or No Deal 
Game Box

Wheel of Fortune 
Game Box

We Love 2000s
Trivia Box

Item#: IMG6880 
MSRP: $14.99   Cost: $7.75

Players: 3-4    Ages: 12+

Item#: IMG6897 
MSRP: $14.99

Cost: $7.75
Players: 3-4    Ages: 8+

Bring the hit game show 
home or on the go. Get 
ready for the anticipa-
tion and excitement as 

you take chances. Which 
case will you pick? What 
will you choose when the 
Banker asks, “Deal or No 

Deal?” 

So you think you know 
the 2000s?  This tri-
va game includes 20 

picture cards and 100s 
of trivia questions 

that are all about this 
decade.  Braggin’ rights 

with every win!

Now you can play 
PRESS YOUR LUCK at 

home or on the go with 
your family and friends! 

Great for 3 or more 
players. This game is full 

of trivia, tactics, 
choices, and chances.

Item#: IMG6899
MSRP: $9.99
Cost: $5.25

Players: 2+    Ages: 12+
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Item#: BRYGGAM1501     
MSRP: $54.99
Cost: $28.00

Item#: BRYSPIN001     
MSRP: $24.99
Cost: $13.00

Item#: BRYSCRQ002     
MSRP: $69.99
Cost: $36.00

Item#: BRYGGAM105     
MSRP: $24.99
Cost: $13.00

Item#: BRYGSHU002     
MSRP: $16.99

Cost: $9.00

Item#: BRYGDIC2208     
MSRP: $34.99
Cost: $18.00

Derby Day Horse
Racing Game Pong on the Go Six-Player Travel Croquet 

Set with Drawstring Bag

Faerie Chess Four Deck Playing Card 
Shuffler

Liar’s Dice

Place your bets, roll the dice, 
and cheer on your horses as 

they run for the roses.

A 2-in-1 chess set featuring 
century-old “Faerie” pieces with 

unique and surprising movements. 
Play traditional rules or spice things 

up with a Faerie twist!

Up to six swarthy sea dogs 
can lie and cheat their way 

through this pirate-themed 
classic game of bluffing.

Effortlessly shuffle up to four  
decks of playing cards with the 

push of a button.

Play ping pong anywhere and 
everywhere! Just clamp on the net 
and play. Mesh carry bag included. Fully-featured croquet that’s 

family-sized from child to adult.
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Item # Name: MSRP: Cost:
UPC10015654 Canasta 2 pack $9.99 $5.00

UP130011926 Pokeno Original $19.99 $10.00

UPC10024463 Euchre $7.99 $4.00

UPC10031930 Hearts $7.99 $4.00

UPC10022939 Spades $7.99 $4.00

UPC10015860 Bridge Size Large Print $7.99 $4.00

UPC10025048A Theory-11 Avengers $12.99 $6.75

UPC10024957A Theory-11 The Mandalorian $12.99 $6.75

UPC10021926A Theory-11 Star Wars - Dark Side and 
Rebel Assortmen

$12.99 $6.75

UPC10016977 Stargazer $7.99 $4.00

UPC10018646 Unicorn $7.99 $4.00

UPC10018502 Dragon $7.99 $4.00

UPC10024197 Marquis $7.99 $4.00

UPC10024201 Odyssey $7.99 $4.00

UPC10024137 Stargazer Observatory $7.99 $4.00

UPC10015464 Standard Red/Blue playing cards $4.99 $2.50

UPC130012019 Hoyle Clear Waterproof Playing Cards $7.99 $4.00

UPC130012033 Mini Decks Red/Blue Mix $3.99 $2.00

UPC130011919 2 Gram 100 Count Plastic Poker Chips $7.99 $4.00

UPC10015482 Jumbo Red/Blue playing cards $5.99 $3.00

UPC130011921 8 gram 100 Count Clay Poker Chips 
with Casino Tray

$15.99 $8.25

Standard Red/Blue 
playing cards

2 Gram 100 Count Plastic 
Poker Chips

Canasta 2 pack

Spades Deck

Hearts Deck

Unicorn

Marquis

Pokeno

Star Wars

Odyssey

The Mandalorian

Avengers

Dragon

Euchre StargazerStargazer
Observatory

8 gram 100 Count Clay 
Poker Chips with Casino 

Tray

Bridge Size Large 
Print

Jumbo Red/Blue 
playing cards

Hoyle Clear Water-
proof Playing Cards

Mini Decks Red/Blue Mix
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NEXcube 3x3

Spirograph Retro Deluxe Set

Spirograph Die-Cast
Collectors Set

NEXcube 2x2
NEXcube offers unparalleled, ergonomic 
sliding action with adjustable elastici-
ty designed to fit any cuber’s personal 
style. With a flick of the wrist, users can 
customize flexibility to meet the needs 
of even the most adept speedcuber.

This commemorative edition Spirograph 
set is a reproduction of the original—just 
like you remember—featuring throwback 
packaging and retro graphics! With all the 
iconic wheels and rings of the original, the 
precision engineered Spirograph gears 
work with the three design pens included, 
as well as with most standard pens, mark-
ers and pencils.

 The ultimate Spirograph 
collector’s set is here! This 
50th anniversary edition 
features the iconic 
Spirograph drawing wheels, 
upgraded for the first time 
ever in die-cast metal! With 
the nine golden die-cast 
wheels and a golden 
die-cast ring, you can create 
countless amazing designs 
with machine-like precision.

Are you ready to try 
your hand at beat-
ing the World Record 
for the fastest cube 
puzzle completion?  
NexCube offers 
unparralleled, ergo-
nomic sliding action 

with adjustable elasticity designed to 
fit any cuber’s personal style.Item#: PRS919900

MSRP: $14.99
Cost: $7.50

Item#: PTC1048Z    MSRP: $24.99    Cost: $12.50

Item#: GDL4000625
MSRP: $27.99    Cost: $14.00

Item#: PRS919899    MSRP: $10.99
Cost: $5.50

Item#: PTC1021RZ
MSRP: $34.99
Cost: $18.00

Gridley Games - Just add Soap
Just Add Soap makes science and art at 
home easy by providing everything you 
need for 20 different STEAM activities – 
except the soap.

Discover viscosity, and surface tension.
Learn about the geometry of bubbles.
Make your own soap and soap crayons.
And so much more!
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Professor Poplar’s 
Wooden Alplhabet 

Puzzle

Professor Poplar’s 
Wooden Number 

Puzzle

Smart Shapes
Sorting Cube

Balancing Barnyard 
Playset

Item#: BRYTPUZ301    
MSRP: $12.99

Cost: $6.75

Item#: BRYTPUZ303     
MSRP: $12.99

Cost: $6.75

Item#: BRYTCDG016
MSRP: $12.99

Cost: $6.75

Item#: BRYTCDG007
MSRP: $17.99

Cost: $9.25

Magnatab

Item#: PTC10607    MSRP: $24.99
Cost: $12.50    Players: 1    Ages: 3+

The Original Magnatab 
was designed with the 
Montessori learning 
style in mind, creating a 
sensory-based creative 
play experience. Using 
the magnetic stylus, 
children pull the beads 
up to the surface to 
draw pictures, letters, 
numbers and shapes. 

In doing this, they feel the pull of the 
magnets, hear their clicking sound, and 
see what they are drawing. The beads are 
magically “erased” when pushed down by 
the tip of a finger or the swipe of the side of 
the stylus. 

Wow! This easy 
to use Magnatab 
will keep our little 
learners en-
tertained while 

helping them learn the ABCs! This tablet 
also features easy storage for the magnetic 
stylus!

Magnatab 
A-Z Letters

Item#: PTC10609 
MSRP: $29.99     Cost: $15.00

Players: 1    Ages: 3+

My Keys

Item#: PTC7967   MSRP: $14.99   Cost: $7.50

The smooth natural wood 
ring holds three colorful 
keys with food-grade sili-
cone guards and different 
textures for a sensory ex-
perience. The attached fob 
has a natural wood top, and 
features light-up buttons 
that coordinate with the 
faces on the keys, so babies 
know which animal sound 
they will hear!

Koosh 3” Ball

Item#: PTC9203    Age 3+
MSRP: $9.99    Cost: $5.00

The Koosh Ball started with a 
fuzzy rubber ball. the KOOSH 
BALL’S proven superb play 
value has made it a classic 
staple for both youngsters 
and adults.
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Tea Time Pastry Tower

Slice & Share Picnic Basket

Ice Cream Parlor Baker’s Dozen 
Wooden Donuts

Item#: BRYTEAT006
MSRP: $34.99    Cost: $18.00

Item#: BRYTEAT102
MSRP: $27.99    Cost: $15.00

Item#: BRYTEAT017
MSRP: $24.99    Cost: $13.00

Item#: BRYTEAT101
MSRP: $74.99    Cost: $38.00

Change and Charge Cash 
Register

Heroic Knights Castle 
Blocks

Item#: BRYTEAT103
MSRP: $34.99    Cost: $18.00

Item#: BRYTCFG002
MSRP: $54.99    Cost: $28.00

Item#: BRYTCDG064
MSRP: $24.99    Cost: $13.00

Dollhouse Furniture Bundle
Item#: BRYTDOL151

MSRP: $99.99    Cost: $52.00

100 pc Prehistoric Playset

Elmo’s Hide & Seek 50 Years & 
Counting
 Elmo Hide and Seek Game 
- Includes Hint Cards and 

Toy Figure with Sound. Elmo 
“Hide & Seek” is a refreshing 
update to the beloved clas-

sic and features a sturdy 
character doll that chirps 

out little hints when hidden!
Item#: IDG3019

MSRP: $17.99    Cost: $9.00
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Item#: BRYTTNT003
MSRP: $44.99    Cost: $23.00

Veggie Slicers Fruit Slicers My Little Garden
Item#: BRYTEAT007

MSRP: $19.99    Cost: $10.50
Item#: BRYTEAT008 

MSRP: $19.99    Cost: $10.50
Item#: BRYTCDG079

MSRP: $44.99    Cost: $23.00

Conductor Carl
100 pc Wooden Train Set

Item#: BRYCON201    MSRP: $89.99    Cost: $46.00

Space Adventure 
Roarin’ Rocket 

Play Tent

Nesting Nativity Handy Tool Belt
Item#: BRYTREL005

MSRP: $19.99
Cost: $10.50

Item#: BRYTWRP007
MSRP: $29.99
Cost: $15.50

Saddle Up! Barn & Stable

Item#: BRYTSTR005
MSRP: $69.99    Cost: $36.00
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K’NEX Building Set  
141 pc Beginner

K’NEX Building Set
741 pc Classic 

Ammusement Park

K’NEX Building Set
529 pc Power & Play 

Motorized

K’NEX STEM 546 pc 
Roller Coaster

K’NEX Building Sets 
486 pc Swing Ride

K’NEX Building Sets - 500 pc

This set contains 141 parts 
and easy-to-follow, step-by-
step building instructions and 
ideas for 40 different models. 

In this massive 500-piece set, the amazing, fascination of K’NEX is more appar-
ent than ever. Building is easy. Just snap the rods into the slots of the connectors. 
What you do with that knowledge is entirely up to you and your engineering skills!

Operate an amuse-
ment park right in 
your home as you 
build thrilling rides 

with K’NEX 3-in-1 Classic Amuse-
ment Park Building Set! This building set con-
sists of colorful parts and pieces that allow you 
and your children to create 3 different models, 
one at a time. Create a majestic Ferris wheel 
that stands almost 3 feet tall, a heart-pound-
ing boom ride, or an exciting swing ride.

Develop your child’s 
potential by spark-
ing his interest with 
a toy that not only 

provides fun-filled playtime but honest curios-
ity and creativity! Let him immerse in real-life 
activities instead of a gadget all day long!

Watch kids turn your living 
space into an amusement park 
with K’NEX Education STEM 
Explorations Swing Ride Build-
ing Set. Children can build a 

working swing ride with this educational building 
set. Parts can be connected  together to create con-
structions that actually move, motor that uses 2 AA 
batteries.

Your child can explore STEM 
concepts while building a work-
ing roller coaster with K’NEZX 
Education STEM Explorations 
Roller Coaster Building Set! 

Boost their understanding of the STEAM (science, 
technology, engineering, art, and math) 
concepts. This K’NEX Education Set includes over 500 
parts, plus a battery powered motor!
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K’NEX STEM 
143 pc Gears Kit

K’NEX Kid Set
100 pc Builders Tub

K’NEX STEM
139 pc Levers & Pulleys

K’NEX STEM
131 pc Vehicles

Prepare your child for the real 
world at an early age with 

the K’NEX STEM Explorations 
Gears Building Set! With the 

143 assorted parts and pieces 
in this set, children can build 

three fully functioning, unique 
geared models such as a 

crank fan, an egg beater, and 
a car window!

Make learning more fun and excit-
ing with the Budding 

Builders Building Set from Kid K’NEX! 
Help your child learn the basic con-
cepts of building with a toy set that 
lets them learn while playing! Pro-
mote creativity as you introduce 

your children to the art of creating 
with a toy that lets them express 
their ideas! This set contains 100 

parts, special pieces such as color-
ful eyes, curly tails, flappy ears, big 
feet, bendable joints, and spinning 

propellers!

See science concepts in action 
with the K’NEX Education STEM 
Explorations Levers and Pulleys 

Building Set! This toy kit con-
tains 139 pieces that students 
can use to build three replicas 
of real-world simple machines. 
K’NEX toys keep kids occupied 

and foster their imaginations in 
creating designs.

See science concepts in action 
with the K’NEX Education STEM 
Explorations Levers and Pulleys 

Building Set! This toy kit con-
tains 139 pieces that students 
can use to build three replicas 
of real-world simple machines. 
K’NEX toys keep kids occupied 

and foster their imaginations in 
creating designs.

Take on an incredible K’NEX building challenge 
with the 6-Foot Ferris Wheel building set! With 
8,548 colorful parts and easy-to-follow in-
structions, you can build this towering Ferris 
Wheel one piece at a time, for hours of building 
fun. Then switch on the powerful, plug-in motor 
to bring the hulking ride to life.

K’NEX Building Sets - 8548 pc 6-ft Ferris Wheel

Item# Cost MSRPName#
KNX15210

KNX17035

KNX77077

KNX23012

KNX77078

KNX80212

KNX79318

KNX79319

KNX79320

KNX85618

KNX89790

$15.00

$42.00

$27.50

$27.50

$28.00

$32.00

$10.50

$10.50

$20.00

$27.50

$315.00

$29.99

$79.99

$54.99

$54.99

$54.99

$59.99

$19.99

$19.99

$39.99

$54.99

$599.00

K’NEX Building Set 141 pc Beginner Set

K’NEX Building Set 741 pc Classic Amusement Park

K’NEX Building Set 486 pc Swing Ride

K’NEX Building Set 529 pc Power & Play Motorized

K’NEX STEM 546 pc Roller Coaster

K’NEX Bulding Sets 500 pc

K’NEX STEM 143 pc Gears Kit

K’NEX STEM 139 pc Levers & Pulleys

K’NEX STEM 131 pc Vehicles

K’NEX Kid Set 100 pc Builders Tub

K’NEX Building Sets 8,548 pc 6-ft Ferris Wheel
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Just for Specialty Stores 

Sets

K’NEX 
Building 

Sets
300 pc

Introduce your 
children to end-

less building pos-
sibilities with the K’NEX Building Fun Tub! This building 

set from K’NEX comes with 300 different rod and 
connector pieces, which can be assembled into 3D 

configurations. Children can build a scooter, a chop-
per, a robot an excavator, and much more!

Introduce your children to 
endless building possibilities such as a 

Skyscraper, a Castle, a Treehouse, an Arch 
Bridge, and much more!

This MEGA MODEL set allows kids to create 40 different 
models including a Hovercraft, a Light House, a 

Seaplane, a Cruise Ship, and much more!

This set comes with 125 
different rod and con-
nector pieces, which 

can be assembled into 
3D configurations. Kids 

can create Monster Truck, Rally Truck, Moon Buggy, 
Cat, Fish, Snail, Deer, Jet, Dog and a Spaceship!

Item#: KNX80202     MSRP: $39.99     Cost: $21.00

Item#: KNX80207     MSRP: $29.99    Cost: $15.00

Item#: KNX80209     MSRP: $54.99     Cost: $28.00 Item#: KNX85049     MSRP: $39.99     Cost: $21.00

Item#: KNX80206
MSRP: $19.99     Cost: $11.00

Item#: KNX80208
MSRP: $44.99     Cost: $23.00

125pc Beginner
 Builds

K’NEX Building Set Wheels & Wings
K’NEX Building City Builders

K’NEX Building 
Set 700 pc Mega 

Models

Endless possibilities with the K’NEX Wings & 
Wheels Building Set! Kids can build model Sub-
marines, a Battleship, a Speedcycle, a Big Rig 
with Trailer, and much more!

This incredible 325pc 
set includes the ability 
to make your creations 
motorized! Imagine 
your child’s excitement 
when they watch their 

creation in motion! They can create 25 different 
models including a Pirate Ship Ride, a Turbo Race 
Car, a Helicopter and more!

KNEX Classics  
Motorized Building Set

orders@continuumgames.com
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NEW to Continuum!

Item#: KNX56452
MSRP: $59.99     Cost: $31.00

TinkerToys Classic 
Building Tin

Introduce your little builder 
to a classic from your child-
hood with this TINKERTOY 
tin! Includes over 100 of your 
favorite TINKERTOY parts, 
including rods, spools, flags 
and washers. The set comes 
with 15 different building 
ideas to get started – after 
that, the possibilities are 
endless! The nostalgic col-
lector’s tin offers easy, stylish 
storage. For ages 3+A classic 
from TINKERTOY®

Inspired by one of the original 
LINCOLN LOGS builds!  Includes 
111 all-wood, made in the U.S.A.

KNX00821

KNX00843

KNX00854

KNX00858

KNX00840

Classic Farmhouse

Sawmill Train
Express

KNX00854

On The Trail Set

Fun on the Farm

Item #

Lincoln Logs On the Trail Building Set

Lincoln Logs - Classic Farmhouse 268 pc

Lincoln Logs 100th Anniversary Tin

Lincoln Logs Fun on the Farm

Lincoln Logs Sawmill Train Express

Name:

$21.00

$82.00

$42.00

$31.00

$42.00

Cost: 

$39.99

$159.99

$79.99

$59.99

$79.99

MSRP:

Latch Kits
Unicorn Mini-Rug

Take this float anywhere you go! 
the pool, beach, lake, river drift-
ing, vacation, boating or bring 
camping.  Convenient, porta-
ble and easy storage! Comes 
in draw string carry bag. Use it 
multiple ways in and out of the 
water. Supports 250 lbs. and is 
21” diameter.

The classic latch hook craft 
kit is back! LatchKits are a 
fun and easy-to-learn craft—
just loop, hook, and pull! Ev-
erything you need is included: 
the handy latch hook tool, 
pre-cut yarn and color-cod-

ed, easy-to-follow canvas make getting started 
on your project a snap. 

Item#: PTC1601Z    Age: 5
MSRP: $21.99    Cost: $11.00Item#: PRS920700    MSRP: $14.99    Cost: $7.75

Wahu Hydro Pop

orders@continuumgames.com
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NEW to Continuum!

Balance a small colored wooden 
ball on a round wooden dome-like 
top! The toy’s top is curved in a such 
a way that the ball will not be able 
sit still at any point during play. So 
you continually need to be moving 
your wrist while holding the handle 
in order to keep the ball balanced. It 
might seem simple, but this dexter-
ity challenge is fun for all ages!

TRUEChallenge has Speed in mind 
with great overall performance. It 
strikes a good balance between 
affordability and performance. Suit-
able for beginner and professional 
player alike.The sphere has an end-
less amount of ways to solve it.

TrueMomentum is an interactive toy 
that uses magnets and momentum 
to keep the wheels spinning on the 
outside track based on your hand 
movements.

   Relieves stress and improves concentration
   Develops STEM thinking skills
   The ultimate fidget toy for any age range

EXC7176

EXC7178

EXC7179

EXC7623

EXC7971

AKG9563

TrueBalance

TrueBalance Mini Red

TrueBalance Mini Blue

TrueChallenge

TrueMomentum

Swiv-a-ball

$13.50

$8.25

$8.25

$11.00

$7.50

$7.75

$26.99

$15.99

$15.99

$21.99

$14.99

$14.99

TrueBalance

Swiv-a-ball

TrueChallenge

TrueMomentum

Comes
in a

mini!
Age 4+

TOTY Award Winner! Neatly stack the 
disks. That might sound simple, but it 
takes concentration and coordination to 
get the rotating magnetic discs to line up 
just right. The engaging toy will keep kids’ 

attention while they work on 
getting that perfect 
balance. Age 8+

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IuS0D1lwDIY

Check Out This Video!

Item# Name: Cost MSRP
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